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Abstract
Mediastinal mature teratomas are benign germ cell tumors which rarely involve the lung, but when they invole the lung they can
cavitate. Aspergilloma developing in a mature teratoma is extremely rare, and according to our English literature search, there is
only one previously reported case. We report a 21-year-old female who presented with cough and foul-smelling sputum. investigations revealed an intrathoracic mass, which intraoperatively and upon subsequent histological exam was found to be a mature
mediastinal teratoma involving the lung and associated with an aspergilloma. Reporting our case will add to the understanding
of this rare presentation of mediastinal mature teratomas.
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Introduction
Mediastinal mature teratomas are germ cell tumors that
can affect the lung1-3 and the pericardium and can cause diagnostic dilemma unless there is high index of suspicion.
Like other pulmonary cavitary lesions that can be complicated by the formation of an aspergilloma, mature teratomas can lead to a similar complication. However, aspergilloma associated with a mature teratoma is extremely rare, and
our English-language literature review has revealed only one
previous similar case report to ours, which follows below.3

Case presentation
History
A 21-year-old female patient from Somali Region, Filtu
area, Ethiopia, presented with cough and foul-smelling (occasionally blood-tinged) profuse sputum of 18 months duration. The amount of sputum was about half a liter per day.
She also had mild shortness of breath especially on walking
uphill and exercise. She also complained of right-sided chest
pain but had no fever or weight loss. She was seen in Filtu
rural hospital one year and six months back where she was
put on anti-tuberculosis therapy for 6 months but showed no
improvement.

Physical examination
The patient was comfortable and not in distress. Vital
signs: pulse rate – 86/min regular, blood pressure – 100/60
mmHg, respiratory rate – 18 breaths per minute, axillary
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temperature- 36 degrees Celsius. Examination of the head,
ear, nose, and throat, lymphoglandular, and the cardiovascular systems showed normal findings. Respiratory system examination showed symmetric chest moving with respiration.
There was comparatively increased tactile fremitus, dullness,
and decreased air entry over the right posterior middle lung
field. Otherwise, the rest of the physical examination was
normal.

Diagnostic assessment
Complete blood count, liver and renal function tests
were all within normal range at admission. Tests of tumor
markers showed normal levels of carcinoembryonic antigen,
alpha-fetoprotein, and CA-125 but slightly elevated levels of
beta human chorionic gonadotrophin. Ultrasound of the abdomen was normal .
Chest x-ray showed homogenous lobulated right lower
lung opacity, which appeared larger compared to the scout
film of the chest CT (Figure 1). The mass had apparently low
density areas (white star, Figure 1B) and loss of visualization
of the right cardiac border. Right lateral film confirmed the
anterior location of the mass.
Chest CT scan done on 28th July 2016 showed a 112 × 75
× 81 mm intrathoracic cavitating mass with thick irregular
heterogeneously enhancing walls and a focal defect in the inferior wall (Figure 2). The cavitary lesion contained multiple
rounded masses arising from its internal wall. Some of the
masses had -75 to -118 HU, fat density (arrow 3A) with no
contrast enhancement except peripherally, while some were
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Figure 1. Chest xray (a) done 20 after the CT scout film(b) showed homogenous lobulated right lower
lung opacity which hasan apparently low density areas (white arrow b) and loss of visualization of the
right cardiac border
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Figure 2. (A) axial, and (B) coronal chest CT scan of the patient which showed anterior Mediastinal
cavitating mass with thick irregular heterogeneously enhancing wall (arrow A) with focal defect in its
inferior wall (arrow B)
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Figure 3. (A), (B), and (C) axial post contrast CT chest scan of the patient at different level showed fat density rounded density
masses (arrow A), heterogeneously enhancing solid soft tissue masses (Figure 2B and 3B, white star) with calcification (3B) and
rounded well-defined soft tissue masses located around the inferior wall of the cavity (arrow C)

heterogeneously enhancing solid soft tissue masses (Figures 2B and 3B, white star ). Additionally, there were also
rounded, well-defined soft tissue masses located around the
inferior wall of the cavity (Figure 3C). Multiple amorphous
calcifications were also seen (Figure 3B).
The mass extended to the lung, anterior chest wall and
mediastinal wall and compressed the vascular structures, including the afferent superior vena cava at its entrance (Figures 2B and 3A) and the right atrium. The right main pulmonary artery at the hilum were surrounded by the mass. No fat
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plane was observed between the mass and the surrounding
structures. Alveolar infiltrates were seen around the lesion in
the lung window.
Overall imaging findings suggested a heterogeneous solid cavitating anterior mediastinal mass with signs of rupture,
calcification, and varying density masses internally. Such
findings radiologically suggested a mature benign teratoma.
However the presence of a heterogeneous mixed-density
pattern suggested malignancy.
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Figure 4. intraoperative picture showing multiple polyps
inside a cavity at the right upper lobe of the lung.

Intervention
The patient was admitted to the Tikur Anbassa Specialised Hospital Department of Surgery on August 15, 2016,
where she underwent surgery. Through a right posterolateral
thoracotomy, the chest cavity was entered and the findings
were a mass originating from the mediastinum involving the
right upper lobe of the lung. There was a cavity at the center
of the mass communicating with open bronchi. Inside the
cavity was an aspergilloma (Figure 4). The mass had involved
the right phrenic nerve inseparably and was adherent to the
pericardium, which was separated with difficulty. The cavity
was entered and the aspergilloma evacuated. Then the mass
was dissected off the right upper lobe and peeled off the pericardium, but the right phrenic nerve could not be separated
from the mass and was sacrificed. The cavitary mass with

part of the phrenic nerve were removed. The bronchial holes
on the right upper lobe were closed with polypropylene sutures. The chest was closed after leaving a chest tube. The patient was sent to the intensive care unit intubated and stayed
two days in the intensive care unit, after which she was extubated safely. The patient was discharged from hospital on 14
September 2016 without any complications.
The resected specimen was sent for pathologic examination. The gross specimen was 17 cm in diameter, light grey
mixed with brown, firm, and containing multiple polyps and
hair shafts (Figure 4). The cut surface showed yellowish and
whitish solid components with areas of small cystic spaces
filled with serous (clear) fluid.
Microscopy showed a variety of tissues including adipose
tissue (Figure 5B), keratinized squamous epithelium and
hair follicles (Figure 5E), sweat and sebaceous glands (Figure
5A), as well as intestinal and pancreatic tissues (Figure 5C,
5D), and aggregates of lymphatic tissue. These findings are
suggestive of mature teratoma.

Follow up and outcomes
The patient was re-evaluated as an outpatient three weeks
after surgery. She had no shortness of breath, no cough, no
fever, and no other complaints. On physical examination, the
chest was resonant and clear to auscultation. She had smooth
postoperative course up to that poing and was scheduled for
follow-up one month later. A final check was done 7 weeks
after surgery, and the patient again had no complaints. She
was comfortable and physical examination showed normal
vital signs, as well as a clear and resonant chest. Control
chest x-ray showed good bilateral lung expansion with no
evidence of residual lesion or recurrence.
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Figure 5. Histologic images showing a variety of tissues including skin appendages(derivatives of ectoderm), adipose tissues
(derivatives of mesoderm), and intestinal tisssues and pancreas(derivatives of endoderm). (A) Sweat glands , sebaceous
glands and dilated thin walled vessels; (B) adipose tissue; (C) intestinal epithelium admixed with pancreatic tissue in fibrous
background; (D) intestinal epithelial lining; (E) a hair follicle
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Discussion
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Teratomas are germ cell tumors arising from pluripotent
embryonic cells, and the anterior mediastinum is a commonly affected site.2,6 CT is an important imaging modality, and the finding of combination of fluid, fat, calcification,
and soft tissue attenuation in an anterior mediastinal mass is
highly specific for a teratoma and is helpful in distinguishing
it from other common anterior mediastinal tumors, such as
thymomas and lymphomas.7-9 The surrounding pressure, inflammation, or digestive enzymes which can appear in this
condition may erode and rupture the mass to the adjacent
structures and cause cavitation. It is known that a preexisting pulmonary cavity can be colonized by fungi and can potentially form a fungal ball. The cause for cavitary lung diseases can be variable and include diseases like tuberculosis,
sarcoidosis, tumors, pulmonary fibrosis, bronchiectasis, or
histoplasmosis. Even though a mature mediastinal teratoma
ruptured to the lungs with communication to bronchi can
theoretically be colonized by fungi, to our knowledge and as
per our search of English literature (PubMed and HINARI),
there has only been one previously reported case of an aspergilloma growing in a mature teratoma.3
The cause of involvement of surrounding structures like
the phrenic nerve and surrounding lung by a mature teratoma, a benign tumor, might be pressure necrosis causing
erosions, inflammatory changes, and fibrosis.
Our CT finding of heterogeneous solid cavitating anterior mediastinal mass with signs of rupture, calcification, and
varying density mass internally is typical for mature teratoma (Figures 2 and 3). The radiologic report did not suggest
the presence of a superimposed aspergilloma. We suggest
that the rounded, well-defined soft tissue density masses
which were located around the inferior wall of the cavity and
had different attenuation behavior should raise the index of
suspicion of this rare pathological mix.
The intraoperative findings were confirmatory of an
aspergilloma, which was removed from the cavity manually and by suction with the teratoma, which consisted of
finger-like polypoid projections in to the cavity (Figure 4).
Bronchial holes were also communicating with the cavity confirming rupture (invasion) of the mass into the right
upper lobe of the lung. The communication of the tumor’s
cavity with open bronchi explains the growth of the aspergilloma, as Aspergillus species are ubiquitous aerophilic fungi
with an affintiy for growth in the lung cavities. Histologic
examination of the operative specimen confirmed the diagnosis of mature mediastinal teratoma.

This work would have been impossible had it not been
for the consent given by our patient to use all the information provided. We also would like to acknowledge the Pathology Department of Tikur Anbassa Specialized Hospital
for cooperating with the release of gross and microscopic
features of the patient’s result.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our case described a rare condition, aspergilloma in a mature teratoma. Preoperative diagnosis
either clinically or based on imaging is difficult. Clinicians
and radiologists must have an index of suspicion for this rare
pathological mix. Particularly, the finding of unusual round
soft-tissue masses with a different CT attenuation and enhancing pattern should hint at the possibility of teratoma
colonized by a fungus.
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